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Abstract
The main objective of the spoof detection system for speaker
verification applications is to capture the artifacts from the given
speech sample. Therefore, it is important to ensure that the
countermeasure system generalizes well to spoof artifact pat-
terns unobserved during the training process. To achieve this,
we explore various possible adaptations of the mixup augmen-
tation technique to the spoof detection system training, which
involves mixing within-bonafide, within-spoof, and between
bonafide and spoof samples. Moreover, we propose novel two-
stage mixup strategies which are designed to increase the gen-
eralization power of the end-to-end spoof detection system to
unseen attack types. The systems trained with different mixup
configurations were experimented on the logical access (LA)
task of the ASVSpoof2019 challenge dataset, and the proposed
framework showed the best performance.
Index Terms: voice spoof detection, ASVSpoof2019, mixup
regularization, end-to-end spoof detection

1. Introduction
In the past decade, attributed to the widespread deployment of
smart devices, automatic speaker verification (ASV) has be-
come an essential technology for user authentication. As the
speech synthesis and voice conversion techniques have im-
proved dramatically in recent years, spoof detection, also know
as anti-spoofing, has become a key technology for protecting the
ASV systems from spoof attacks generated by speech synthesis
and voice conversion algorithms.

In the case of logical access (LA) spoofing detection task
the most effective countermeasures are the frame level acoustic
features extracted at 10 ms intervals and designed to detect arti-
facts in the spoofed speech. Recent trends in voice anti-spoofing
is to employ deep learning architectures in an end-to-end fash-
ion on the top of raw signal or hand-crafted features to discrim-
inate between bonafide and spoof speech signals [1–9]. Al-
though the end-to-end spoof detection framework have shown
impressive performance, their results suggest that there is still
more room for improvement especially when it comes to unseen
attack types. As the number of spoofing attacks (e.g., speech
synthesis or voice conversion models) used for constructing the
training set is limited, the spoof detection performance usually
degrades when evaluated on unseen spoofing attacks.

The mixup strategy [10,11] is one of the most popular meth-
ods for increasing the generalization of the system. Unlike the
standard data augmentation techniques, which simply augment
the waveform or spectrogram of the speech by introducing ad-
versaries via additive noise or masking, the mixup strategy aims
to create a synthetic training sample with a new target iden-
tity by interpolating different samples along with their labels.
Attributed to its simple approach and powerful generalization
capability, the mixup strategy has been applied and proven its
strength in various tasks, including image classification [10] and

speech recognition [12]. Moreover, the mixup strategy has been
applied to the spoof detection task as well, where the spoof and
genuine samples are interpolated [13, 14]. Although the mixup
strategy was found to be beneficial for the spoof detection task,
not much exploration was done beyond the standard mixup reg-
ularization scheme. Since the spoof detection task has to deal
with not only unseen speakers, but also unseen attack types,
different mixup strategies can be applied to increase the gen-
eralization of the spoof detection system to out-of-distribution
data.

In this paper, we explore various possible adaptations of
mixup augmentation scheme to the spoof detection task. More
specifically, we investigate the effect of applying mixup on dif-
ferent meta information, such as speaker or attack types. Fur-
thermore, we propose new two-stage mixup strategies, which
are designed to increase the generalization of the end-to-end
spoof detection system to unseen attack types [15]. To evaluate
the performance of the developed systems, we conducted a set
of experiments using the ASVSpoof 2019 logical access (LA)
dataset, where the evaluation spoof recordings were generated
using two seen and eleven unseen spoofing attacks. Our experi-
mental results showed that the spoof detection performance can
greatly vary depending on the mixup strategies, and the pro-
posed two-stage mixup strategies showed the best performance.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:

• We compare the countermeasure performance of the
end-to-end systems trained with different mixup strate-
gies.

• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper an-
alyzing the between-speaker and between-attack mixup
strategies for the spoof detection task.

• We propose two novel two-stage mixup strategies, which
are designed to improve the generalization of the end-to-
end spoof detection system to unseen spoof attacks.

2. Background
2.1. End-to-end spoof detection system

Deep learning-based spoofing detection systems employ deep
neural architecture, such as residual network (ResNet), on top
of hand-crafted/learned features for capturing more discrimina-
tive local descriptors which are then aggregated to generate fi-
nal fixed dimensional utterance-level embeddings. The embed-
dings are then fed into a classifier which discriminates whether
the input audio is a spoof attack or genuine. Conventionally,
a two-stage approach was popularly adopted, where the classi-
fier (e.g., support vector machine (SVM)) and the embedding
extraction networks are trained separately. Recently, in order
to mutually optimize the decision hyperplane and the embed-
ding feature space, various end-to-end approaches [1–9] were
proposed, where the neural classifier is trained jointly with the
embedding extraction network.
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Table 1: The weight configuration of each layer in the ResNet-
18 end-to-end anti-spoofing system. In this table, ResBlock in-
dicates the Residual Block component and L is the length of the
input LFCC sequence.

Layer ResNet-18 Output
Input - 1 ×60 × L

2D-Conv 9 × 9, 16, stride(3, 1) 16 ×18 × L

ResBlock
[
3 × 3, 64
3 × 3, 64

]
× 2, stride1 64 ×18 × L

ResBlock
[
3 × 3, 128
3 × 3, 128

]
× 2, stride2 128 ×9 × L

2

ResBlock
[
3 × 3, 256
3 × 3, 256

]
× 2, stride2 256 ×5 × L

4

ResBlock
[
3 × 3, 512
3 × 3, 512

]
× 2, stride2 512 ×3 × L

8

2D-Conv 3 ×3, 256, stride1 256 ×1 × L
8

Pooling attentive statistics pooling 512
FC 512 ×256 256

Softmax 256 ×2 2

The end-to-end spoof detection system used in this paper
is also composed of 2 networks: an embedding network and
a classification network. For the embedding network, we ex-
perimented with SE-ResNet-18, which have shown good per-
formance in spoof detection, outperforming other architectures
such as the standard ResNet or light-convolutional neural net-
work (LCNN) [16]. The SE-ResNet-18 is a variant of the
ResNet-18, where a squeeze-and-excitation (SE) block [17] is
applied at the end of each non-identity branch of residual block
to significantly decrease the computational cost of the system.
To aggregate the frame-level output of the ResNet, an attention
pooling layer is incorporated where the weighted first and sec-
ond order (i.e., standard deviation) moments are pooled together
across the temporal dimension [1, 5–7, 9] to obtain a utterance-
level representation. The pooled statistics are then fed into a
neural classifier, which consists of a fully-connected layer and
a 2-dimensional softmax layer, where each softmax node repre-
sents the bona fide and spoofing classes, respectively. Detailed
information about the architecture of the SE-ResNet-18-based
end-to-end system is described in Table 1.

The end-to-end system is trained via one-class softmax ob-
jective, which can be formulated as [1]:

LOCS = − 1

N

N∑

i=1

log(1 + ek(myi
−Ŵ0ω̂i)(−1)yi ) (1)

where k is the scale factor, ωi ∈ RD and yi ∈ {0, 1} are the
D-dimensional embedding vector and label of the ith sample
respectively. N is the mini-batch size and myi defines the com-
pactness margin for class label yi. The larger is the margin, the
more compact the embeddings will be. W0 is the weight vector
of our target class embeddings. Both Ŵ0 and ω̂i are normaliza-
tions of W0 and ωi respectively.

2.2. Mixup regularization strategy

The mixup regularization strategy is a data-driven augmenta-
tion method for improving the generalization of the neural net-
work [10]. For arbitrary objective function (e.g., cross-entropy)
LCE(ŷ, y), where x is the input sample, y is the corresponding
label (e.g., 0 or 1 in spoof detection) and ŷ is the estimated la-
bel from x, given two data instances (xi, yi) and (xj , yj), the
mixup loss is defined as follows:

Lmixup−CE((ŷi, yi), (ŷj , yj))

= LCE(λŷi + (1− λ)ŷj , λyi + (1− λ)yj),
(2)

where λ ∼ Beta(α, α) is a mixing coefficient.
Essentially, the mixup generates a synthetic training sample

λxi+(1−λ)xj with identity label λyi+(1−λ)yj . Therefore
the system can benefit from the mixup strategy in terms of gen-
eralization, as it will train on samples and classes not included
in the training set.

3. Mixup strategies for end-to-end spoof
detection system training

In this section, we discuss the various possible strategies for
adapting the mixup augmentation scheme to the end-to-end
spoof detection training process. In a spoof detection scenario
for automatic speaker verification (ASV) applications, the fol-
lowing mismatches can occur between the training and evalua-
tion domains:

• Speaker mismatch: although the spoof detection system
is not trained for speaker discrimination, the distribution
for bonafide speech is likely to be different depending
on the speaker identity. Therefore we suspect that intro-
ducing an speaker unseen in the training set to the spoof
detection system may cause unusual behaviour.

• Attack mismatch: spoof samples may consist of differ-
ent artifacts depending on the spoof generation methods
(e.g., algorithms used for speech synthesis or voice con-
version). Therefore we can assume that spoof detection
system overfit to the training set may not capture the ar-
tifacts caused by unknown spoof attack types.

To improve the generalization of the end-to-end spoof detec-
tion system on such mismatches, we have experimented with
the following mixup configurations:

• Random bonafide mixup: randomly interpolate the
bonafide samples to create a new bonafide utterance.

• Between-speaker bonafide mixup: interpolate between
bonafide samples with different speaker identities to cre-
ate a new bonafide utterance.

• Random spoof mixup: randomly interpolate the spoof
samples to create a new spoof utterance.

• Between-attack spoof mixup: interpolate between spoof
samples with different attack types to create a new spoof
utterance.

• Within-speaker/between-attack spoof mixup: interpolate
between spoof samples with same speaker identity but
different attack types.

• Bonafide-spoof mixup: interpolate between bonafide and
spoof samples, as well as their labels (i.e., bonafide,
spoof). This is identical to the standard mixup frame-
work, which will create new class identities for the spoof
samples mixed with bonafide samples. The spoof sam-
ples mixed with bonafide samples can be thought of as a
new attack, since this will introduce adversaries different
from the standard spoof generation process (e.g., speech
synthesis, voice conversion).

Note that for the within-bonafide (i.e., random, between-
speaker bonafide mixup) and within-spoof mixup (i.e., random,
between-attack, within-speaker/between-attack spoof mixup),
no label interpolation was done since these would not create
new class identity. In our experiments, we have used α = 1.0
for the beta distribution, which is identical to the uniform dis-
tribution between 0 and 1.
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Figure 1: The proposed Bonafide-spoofrandom mixup.

Figure 2: The proposed Bonafide-spoof + spoofrandom mixup.

3.1. Two-stage mixup regularization for spoof detection
system training

The within-bonafide, within-spoof and bonafide-spoof mixup
strategies aim to improve the generalization of the spoof de-
tection system in different aspects. Especially the within-spoof
and bonafide-spoof mixup techniques are likely to have a huge
impact on the spoof detection performance, as they allow the
network to train on unobserved spoof attack types. In order to
exploit the effect of these two strategies, we propose two new
mixup techniques for spoof detection system training:

• Bonafide-spoof random mixup: in this method, we per-
form the random spoof mixup and bonafide-spoof mixup
in cascade. Instead of mixing up clean bonafide and
spoof samples, the spoof samples are first randomly in-
terpolated with each other, and then mixup is performed
between the mixed spoof samples and the clean bonafide
samples.

• Bonafide-spoof + spoof random mixup: in this method,
we use the random spoof mixup and bonafide-spoof
mixup jointly while training. Unlike Bonafide-
spoof random, this method only mixes the bonafide sam-
ples with clean spoof samples as in bonafide-spoof
mixup, but include the random spoof mixup samples in
the mini-batch during training.

The proposed two-stage mixup strategies are depicted in Figure
1 and Figure 2.

4. Experiments
4.1. Experimental setup

As local frame level frame hand-crafted features we use 60-
dimensional (including the delta and double delta coefficients)
linear frequency cepstral coefficients (LFCC) extracted using

Table 2: The experimental results of the end-to-end systems
trained with different within-bonafide mixup strategies on the
ASVSpoof2019 Logical Access Evaluation set.

Bonafide mix EER [%]

No mixup 3.05890
Random 3.35801

Between-speaker 3.53326

Table 3: The experimental results of the end-to-end systems
trained with different within-spoof mixup strategies on the
ASVSpoof2019 Logical Access Evaluation set.

Spoof mix EER [%]

No mixup 3.05890
Random 3.00280

Between-attack 2.59692
Within-speaker/Between-attack 2.54234

25ms analysis window over a frame shift of 10ms.

For training and evaluating the experimented systems, the
ASVspoof 2019 challenge logical access (LA) dataset was used,
which provides a common framework with a standard corpus
for conducting spoofing detection research on LA attacks. The
LA dataset includes bonafide and spoof speech signals gener-
ated using various state-of-the-art voice conversion and speech
synthesis algorithms. The development and evaluation subsets
constitute the seen and unseen test sets in terms of spoofing at-
tacks. Training and development subsets contain spoof record-
ings from six known spoofing attacks (A01 to A06). The eval-
uation subset contains spoof recordings from thirteen spoofing
attacks (A07 to A19) where two attacks are seen (A16 & A19)
and the rest eleven are unseen. In our experiments, the devel-
opment set was used for validation. For more details about the
corpora, the interested readers are referred to [18]. For training
all the experimented systems, balanced mini-batches of size 64
samples were used. The ADAM optimizer was used with initial
learning rate of 0.0003 and exponential learning rate decay with
rate of 0.5 was applied [1, 9].

For comparing the performance of different systems, the
official evaluation metrics of ASVspoof2019 challenge, equal
error rate (EER) was used. The lower the values of EER the
better performance is attained.
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Table 4: The experimental results of the end-to-end systems trained with both within-bonafide and within-spoof mixup strategies on the
ASVSpoof2019 Logical Access Evaluation set.

Bonafide mix Spoof mix EER [%] min t-DCF

No mixup No mixup 3.05890 0.07180
Random Random 2.47313 0.06280

Between-speaker Between-attack 2.40705 0.05913
Between-speaker Within-speaker/Between-attack 2.59692 0.06443

Bonafide-spoof 2.04191 0.05487
Bonafide-spoofrandom 1.95573 0.05047

Bonafide-spoof + spoofrandom 2.01188 0.04852
Average score fusion of Bonafide-spoofrandom and Bonafide-spoof + spoofrandom 1.79432 0.04676

4.2. Experimental results

4.2.1. Effect of within-bonafide mixup and within-spoof mixup
for spoof detection

In this experiment, we compare the effect of different within-
bonafide mixup and within-spoof strategies for training the
spoof detection system. As shown in Table 2, mixing only the
bonafide training samples was not beneficial for the end-to-end
spoof detection system. In fact, using only within-bonafide mix-
ing degraded the spoof detection performance in terms of EER.
These results indicate that the within-bonafide mixup can create
variability unrelated to spoof detection, consequently hindering
the ability of the spoof detection system to detect the spoof ar-
tifacts.

On the other hand, as shown in Table 3, within-spoof mix-
ing was able to improve the spoof detection performance. Es-
pecially the within-speaker/between-attack spoof mixup strat-
egy achieved a relative improvement of 16.89% compared to
the baseline (i.e., No mixup) in terms of EER. From this result,
we can assume that the within-spoof mixup can improve the
generalization of the system on unseen attacks.

4.2.2. Effect of mixup strategies with both bonafide and spoof
samples for spoof detection

In this experiment, we analyze the performance of mixup strate-
gies involving both bonafide and spoof samples, where the
results are shown in Table 4. Although using the within-
bonafide mixup alone degraded the general performance, our
results show that using it jointly with the within-spoof mixup
can bring significant performance improvement. Especially us-
ing between-speaker bonafide mix with between-attack spoof
mix together achieved an EER of 2.40705%, which is lower
than using these strategies separately (i.e., EER 3.53326% and
2.59692%, respectively). Moreover, our results show that mix-
ing up between bonafide and spoof samples along with their la-
bels (i.e., bonafide-spoof ) is more effective than relying only on
within-bonafide and within-spoof mixings, where the bonafide-
spoof achieved a relative improvement of 15.17% over the sys-
tem trained with between-speaker bonafide mix and between-
attack spoof mix in terms of EER. This may be attributed to the
fact that unlike within-bonafide and within-spoof mixup strate-
gies, the bonafide-spoof mixup essentially assigns new class
identities to the synthesized attacks (via linear interpolation).
Such label interpolation will not only improve the generaliza-
tion to unseen attacks, but also prevent overconfidence to the
training data similar to label smoothing [19].

Among the single systems, the best performances were ob-
served from the proposed two-stage mixup strategies: Bonafide-

spoof random and Bonafide-spoof + spoof random. Compared
to the No mixup baseline, Bonafide-spoof random achieved
a relative improvement of 36.06%, while Bonafide-spoof +
spoof random showed a relative improvement of 34.23% in
terms of EER. These results demonstrate that the proposed two-
stage mixup strategies can successfully exploit the strength of
both within-spoof and bonafide-spoof mixup methods. Per-
forming average score fusion on the Bonafide-spoof random and
Bonafide-spoof + spoof random further improved the perfor-
mance, achieving 1.79432% EER.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we investigated the adaptation of various mixup
augmentation strategies to tackle the mismatch problem in
the spoof detection system. More specifically, we analyzed
the effect of within-bonafide, within-spoof, and bonafide-spoof
mixup strategies on the end-to-end spoof detection system per-
formance. Moreover, we proposed the two-stage mixup strate-
gies, which are designed to increase the generalization of the
end-to-end spoof detection system on unseen spoof attacks.

In order to evaluate the systems with different mixup set-
tings, we have experimented on the ASVSpoof 2019 Challenge
logical access dataset. Our results showed that using within-
bonafide mixup alone was not beneficial. On the other hand, ap-
plying mixup strategies involving both bonafide and spoof sam-
ples were effective in terms of spoof detection. Furthermore,
among the experimented mixup strategies, the proposed two-
stage mixup techniques showed the best performance, achieving
a relative improvement of 36.06% in terms of EER.

In our future study, we will be extending our research for
developing a regularization strategy more suited for the spoof
detection task.
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